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Cyber operations are relatively a new phenomenon of the last two decades. During that period, they have
increased in number, complexity, and agility, while their design and development have been processes
well kept under secrecy. As a consequence, limited data(sets) regarding these incidents are available.
Although various academic and practitioner public communities addressed some of the key points and
dilemmas that surround cyber operations (such as attack, target identification and selection, and
collateral damage), still methodologies and models are needed in order to plan, execute, and assess them
in a responsibly and legally compliant way. Based on these facts, it is the aim of this article to propose a
model that i)) estimates and classifies the effects of cyber operations, and ii) assesses proportionality in
order to support targeting decisions in cyber operations. In order to do that, a multi-layered fuzzy model
was designed and implemented by analysing real and virtual realistic cyber operations combined with
interviews and focus groups with technical e military experts. The proposed model was evaluated on
two cyber operations use cases in a focus group with four technical e military experts. Both the design
and the results of the evaluation are revealed in this article.

© 2020 China Ordnance Society. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of KeAi
Communications Co. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://

creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Motto:

“I can calculate the motion of heavenly bodies, but not the
madness of people.” (Isaac Newton).

Listening to an 8D audio song [1,2] is a unique experience as
sound comes from multiple directions travelling through the hu-
man brain. Applying this surround sound technique to a song it is
currently perceived as one of the last revolutions in the musical
industry, although it was developed and played with by rock bands
since the 70’s. The technique itself uses multiple audio channels
from a listener’s setup (e.g. headphones or speakers) implying
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enriching the fidelity and depth of sound reproduction. The way
how sound travels through the human brain is consonant to the
way how information travels at incredibly fast speeds through
rapid changing, dynamic, and interconnected networks of cyber-
space. In cyberspace, information is surrounded by its uncertain
interpretation and use in distinct activities (e.g. cyber operations)
by different actors and systems. Although cyberspace is currently
sensed as the fifth and latest warfare domain [3], it relies on in-
formation and communications technology (ICT), which exists for
decades. As cyberspace represents “a critical feature of modern
society” [4], its usage through cyber operations as a common
landscape and battlefield for everyone and everything raises sig-
nificant amount of questions, doubt, and poses great challenges and
threats. Among these challenges, when conducting military cyber
operations in order to transit from a current state that needs to be
changed to a desired end state [5], military forces need to act
responsibly and be legally compliant. But how is this possible when
there are no commonly agreed definitions, methodologies, models,
techniques or frameworks that would facilitate their planning,
execution, and/or assessment?
half of KeAi Communications Co. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-
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Fig. 1. Military Targeting: ends, ways, and means [20 at page 21].
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As in the last two decades incidents labelled as cyber Warfare or
military cyber operations have increased in number, complexity,
and agility, they represent a wake-up call to what it is possible to
happen in the future. This signifies being aware what kind of im-
plications and consequences they have or can have, in other words
knowing or being able to predict or estimate what the effects of
their actions are. The aforementioned statement points into two
main directions. First, the effects of cyber operations need to be (as
much as it is possible with the given information at the time)
known before their execution as basis for judgement in regards
with the proportionality principle [6,7]. Based on this principle, is
established if a specific target can be proposed for engagement
with an explicit cyber weapon. And second, the effects of cyber
operations need to be (as much as it is possible with the given in-
formation at the time) known after their execution in order be able
to further proceed in their assessment, assess the effectivity of
cyber operations, and to learn lessons for future operations. This is
aligned with the aim of this research that aims at assessing the
effects of cyber operations and advising targeting concerning the
proportionality assessment before targets’ engagement in cyber
operations.

For cyber operations such as the ones conducted in Georgia in
2008 [8], Stuxnet conducted on a larger timescale but discovered in
2010 [9,10] or the ones conducted in Ukraine between 2015 and
2017 [11,12], significant amount of analysis was conducted by both
academic researchers and practitioners in regards to their effects.
This represents the second direction as it was abovementioned
described, where the effects of these cyber operations were ana-
lysed based on historical revealed data(sets) from sources such as
reports or observations. However, in order to address the first di-
rection previously outlined, and to be more specific in regards to
planning and execution of cyber operations as keymoments during
targeting in cyber operations, the rationale for conducting this is
research is as follows.

This research addresses key points and dilemmas regarding
targeting in cyber warfare (e.g. related to the meaning of a target
and collateral damage, as well as the applicability of the propor-
tionality principle) which have been pointed in studies such as
[13e17]. These key points and dilemmas have also been tackled by
practitioners from participating and intersecting domains (military,
technical-military, technical, military-legal, political), which have
been put forward in various occasions like congresses, conferences,
and workshops. At the same time, this study deals with the avail-
ability of empirical data, empirical studies, and a significant gap in
the identified space of artefacts (e.g. models, methodologies, and
techniques) developed for or applied in cyber operations. Thus,
more research needs to be done in this field for assessing in both
senses of analysing (e.g. types, classes, and metrics) and estimating
or predicting the effects of cyber operations while taking into
consideration the fact that some notions (might) need per defini-
tion a re-interpretation or extension.

On this subject, this research builds on previous work that
concerned understanding cyber operations and building models
and methodologies to assess their effects [18e21] by proposing a
novel AI-based multi-layered model with the following objectives:

� To estimate and classify the effects of cyber operations as the
core of the proportionality assessment in cyber operations.

� To conduct the proportionality assessment in order to support
targeting decisions in cyber operations.

Furthermore, this article contributes with the embedded cyber
operations use cases to designing realistic cyber wargames as cyber
operations case scenarios useful for implementing other artefacts
such as models and methodologies, and further doctrines,
Please cite this article as: Maathuis C et al., Decision support model for eff
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strategies, and policies for cyber operations.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. The second

section summarizes important and relevant research from both
technical and military angles. The third section describes the
research approach pursued in order to design, develop, and eval-
uate the model proposed in this article. The fourth section provides
an overview of the AI technique used in this article to implement
the model: Fuzzy Logic. The fifth discusses the considered design
and implementation requirements and decisions followed for the
proposed model and its components. The sixth section discusses
the evaluation mechanism using both experts and use cases, pre-
sents the use cases that have been selected for evaluation purposes,
and illustrates simulation results of the proposed model for the
considered use cases together with experts’ evaluation remarks.
The last section deliberates concluding reflections, possible exten-
sions as well as future lines of research.
2. Background and related research

In order to achieve the aim of this article, a literature reviewwas
conducted crossing domains such as cyber security, military oper-
ations/defense studies, and Artificial Intelligence. The aim of this
literature review was not to get a complete overview of all existing
dilemmas and possibilities in these domains, but to gather the
necessary background information from a technicalemilitary
perspective, and to identify the existing gaps in the body of
knowledge aligned with the objectives of this article. The results of
the review are discussed in the two sub-sections below.
2.1. Military operations: military and legal dimensions

Military targeting denotes conducting military operations
against opposing parties in conflict in order to achieve established
political and/or military aims or goals (ends through effects), im-
plies establishing operational approaches (ways) where targets
(nodes) should be engaged (action) using available resources
(means) as illustrated in Fig. 1 [22,23].

Targeting is considered to link strategicelevel direction and
guidance to tacticalelevel activities through an operationalelevel
targeting cycle in order to create effects that support the achieve-
ment of military objectives and end state of the mission. Further-
more, the targeting cycle contains the following six phases
[13,22,24]:

� Phase I e Commander’s intent, objectives, and guidance: polit-
ical and strategic direction and guidance is provided in order to
identify clear and well-defined objectives together with under
what circumstances and parameters these objectives can be
achieved.

� Phase II e Target development: centres of gravity of the enemy
are established and through their associated vulnerabilities,
eligible targets are identified in order to affect them and achieve
the objectives. Furthermore, the identified targets are analysed,
vetted, validated, and prioritized producing a prioritized target
list that also considers the estimation and minimization of
ects estimation and proportionality assessment for targeting in cyber
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collateral damage e collateral damage estimation (CDE). CDE is
a methodology that is being applied from Phase II, is continued
in Phase III and is also relevant in Phase V by providing an
estimation of collateral damage.

� Phase III e Capabilities analysis (sometimes also referred as
Weaponeering): once the prioritized list of targets was devel-
oped, these potential targets are further analysed and matched
with appropriate lethal and non-lethal capabilities in order to
generate intended effects and achieve the objectives defined
while minimizing unintended effects by considering CDE.
Furthermore, the proportionality assessment/principle is con-
ducted by the commander in order to analyse if collateral
damage (based on CDE) is excessive in relation to the concrete
and directmilitary advantage anticipated. Additionally, different
options are consider for engaging military targets by consid-
ering the development of multiple courses of action (CoAs). This
implies developing, analysing, and comparing different ways to
achieving military aims by incorporating and weighting the
both expected intended and unintended effects.

� Phase IV e Commander’s decision, force planning, and assign-
ment: the results obtained in the previous phase are assigned to
specific forces/units for further planning and execution while
taking into consideration any relevant constraints and
restraints.

� Phase V e Mission planning and force execution: the mission is
further planned at tactical level and prepared for execution
while a final target positive identification (PID) is controlled
together with other information checks and collateral damage
avoidance or minimization. Furthermore, force execution con-
sists of six steps (find, fix, track, target, engage, exploit).

� Phase VI e Assessment (sometimes also referred as battle
damage assessment): evaluation regarding produced effects and
the achievement of objectives is conducted based on collected
information and it further contributes to wider assessments,
lessons learned or input for other missions.

As it can be concluded from the above description, targeting
concerns a complex and challenging process. Both consulted
technical e military experts and military scientific literature
describe the conduct of military operations as both “science and
art” since movement or weapon effects calculations are quantifi-
able, thus they are perceived as “the science of war”, while other
aspects such as leadership or predicting enemy’s intentions are
seen as “the art of war” (HQ Department of the Army, 1997). These
mainly human aspects add and sometimes amplify technical as-
pects (e.g. changing and uncertain environment, identification,
attribution) of conducting military operations inside or outside
cyberspace by using cyber weapons/capabilities/means as acts of
cyber warfare or military cyber operations [19]. As [25] argues that
“warfare of the 21st century involving opponents possessing even a
modicum of modern technology is not possible without access to
cyberspace”, this implies the following processes. Firstly, to be first
aware of the role cyberspace and cyber operations play or can play
since “newly employed technologies provide unprecedented plat-
forms” [26] when achieving military and/or political goals. Sec-
ondly, to prepare properly for their planning, execution, and
assessment together with anticipated synergies for achieving mil-
itary and/or political goals (e.g. cyber operations conducted against
Georgia in 2008, Ukraine in 2015e2017 or years later in the
counter-terrorism fight).

The “sluggish nature of the law’s responses to new de-
velopments in the very nature of warfare” [13] led to different
debates and positions among military-legal, military, and military-
technical scholars and practitioners towards the applicability of the
law of armed conflict (LOAC) or the laws of war to cyber weapons/
Please cite this article as: Maathuis C et al., Decision support model for eff
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Operations/warfare. The key stays not only in the possible advances
and developments of technology and the body of law, but in the
hands and in the eyes that interpret these advances and de-
velopments, or contrarily, their lack thereof. It is important to
acknowledge NATO’s position regarding the applicability of the
LOAC in cyberspace, expressed at the NATOWales Summit in 2014:
“our policy also recognises that international law, including inter-
national humanitarian law and the UN Charter, applies in cyber-
space” [27]. This vision is aligned with both editions of the Tallinn
Manual [16,17].

Furthermore, the core of LOAC/IHL (International Humanitarian
Law) is represented by Geneva Conventions and their Additional
Protocols that intend to “regulate the conduct of armed conflict and
seek to limit its effects” [28]. Of particular interest, the Additional
Protocol I argues that there it should be a clear distinction between
civilian population and civilians objects on one side and lawful
targets on the other side, and stretches the fact that the operations
should only be directed to lawful targets [29,30]. Moreover, when a
lawful/legitimate target is considered to be engaged in attack,
military commanders and their staff have to do “everything feasible
to verify” [7] that it is a real lawful target. Accordingly, attacks shall
be limited to military objectives [i.e. military targets as persons or
objects]. In so far as objects are concerned, military objectives [i.e.
military targets] are limited to those objects which by their nature,
location, purpose or use make an effective contribution to military
action and whose total or partial destruction, capture or neutrali-
zation, in the circumstances ruling at the time, offers a definite
military advantage” [7]. Furthermore, they should not allow, avoid
or limit an attack that would “cause incidental loss of civilian life,
injury to civilians, damage to civilian objects, or a combination
thereof, which would be excessive in relation to the concrete and
direct military advantage anticipated” [7].

The “excessive” term is interpreted by some military legal ad-
visors as “shock to the conscience”, “clearly unreasonable”, “un-
reasonable” or “significant imbalance” [31]. To be able to conduct
the proportionality assessment/principle in cyber operations (just
as in any other type of military operations, in phases IIIeV), “timely,
accurate, and reliable information” needs to be collected, pro-
cessed, analysed, disseminated, and further used [32] together with
commander’s e as responsible authority and decision maker
[33,34] e ability “to see in real time the position and status of his
assets e as well as his enemy’s e and the ability of a war fighter to
know with assurance what’s around the next corner or behind the
next mountain is simply invaluable”. To do that, the (cyber war)
fighting team [35] guided under the responsibility of a commander
relies on their “creative application of knowledge, practice, cogni-
tion, imagination and intuition” [36]. Granting these facts that cross
the technical realm and go into the human realm (e.g. human
cognition capacities such as reasoning, evaluation, and judgement
together with human mental states and feelings such as stress or
anger), it is obvious that the need for further research regarding
applying traditional approaches to new technologies exists.

Grounded on the abovementioned observations, targeting de-
cision making and in particular, proportionality assessment, can be
seen as a naturalistic decision making (NDM) process since the
decisions that must be taken are “based on experience, pattern,
situation awareness, and story constructions” [37] and are by
definition surrounded by uncertainty in dynamic environments in
ill-defined or ill-structured problems [38,39]. Furthermore, as the
aim of the present article is to propose an AI model that estimates,
classifies, and advices targeting decisions based on proportionality
assessment, it basically attempts to quantify the effects and pro-
pose the advising decision as a rational choice decision aid system
[40], in other words a decision support system [41e43] in cyber
operations. The proposed multi-layered fuzzy model uses a
ects estimation and proportionality assessment for targeting in cyber
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combination of data (sets) and expertise gathered from translating
mental processes (e.g. cognition e reasoning and judgement) to
action.

2.2. Artificial intelligence: Fuzzy logic used in cyber warfare and
security

The use of artificial intelligence techniques in the cyber or in-
formation domain has significantly increased in the last years as it
enables designing automatic computing solutions to solve different
relevant societal problems [44]. In particular, fuzzy logic is an AI
technique “heavily used” in cyber defence [45] and military deci-
sion tools [46]. Relevant research to this article is further outlined.

Reference [47] advances a fuzzy logic model for military C2
systems that estimates financial impact of an attack on the avail-
ability and integrity of assets.

In [48], a cyber security risk assessment fuzzymodel is proposed
to assess the risk of different entities to cyber crime incidents. In
this regard, the risk factors that were utilized are as follows:
vulnerability, threat, likelihood, and impact.

Reference [49] introduces amulti-layered fuzzy system to assess
the risk scale to cyber threats considering the following contrib-
uting risk factors: overall capabilities of an attacker, overall likeli-
hood of an attack success, and the impact of an attack.

In [50], a target threat fuzzy based assessment model is pre-
sented to support weapon assignment and intelligence sensor
support systems.

In [51], a gray-based clustering algorithm for vulnerability
assessment for electric cyber-physical systems is introduced inte-
grating confidentiality, integrity, availability, and collateral damage
potential as defining variables.

Reference [52] introduces a fuzzy model as a decision support
system for situational awareness in national cyber operations
centres by combining anomaly data with expert (user) knowledge.

In [53], a fuzzy model for evaluating the harm of computer vi-
ruses is advanced considering the following levels of harm: slight,
ordinary, serious, great, and devastating.

Hence, the review presented in this sub-section reflects a
broader range of applications in the cyber and information domains
including military or warfare applications. However, to the best of
the authors’ knowledge, the present article introduces for the first
time a novel multi-layered model that classifies and estimates the
effects of cyber operations, and advances targeting decisions con-
cerning proportionality in cyber warfare.

3. Research approach

The present article is based on empirical and design technical e
military research aiming at introducing a multi-layered model that
estimates the effects of cyber operations and advices targeting
decisions based on proportionality of target’s engagement. To be
able to do that, researchwas conducted as the combination of cyber
security, artificial intelligence, and military operations/defense
studies expertise, techniques, and methods. Accordingly, a design
science research [54,55] approach was followed as it facilitates the
design, development, and evaluation of artefacts such as models,
methods, and frameworks considering the following scientific
activities:

3.1. Activity I: Problem identification and motivation

This research intends to support targeting in cyber operations/
warfare, and its underlying motivation is threefold.

Firstly, is grounded on the increasing number of cyber opera-
tions globally integrated more and more in political and military
Please cite this article as: Maathuis C et al., Decision support model for eff
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vision (e.g. strategies and policies) and toolboxes together with the
acknowledgement of their use on different moments and in
different countries. Henceforward, for the present research the
following cyber operations case studies were conducted on:
Operation Orchard (Syria, 2007), in Georgia during the Russian-
Georgian war (Georgia, 2008), Stuxnet (Iran, 2010), Black Energy
3 (Ukraine, 2015), and NotPetya (Ukraine, 2017).

Secondly, the practical need for decision support when targeting
in cyber warfare was clearly emphasized in:

� three sets of semie structured interviews held in 2016 and 2017
with forty military commanders with significant international
military and technical experience (above 15 years in military
operations and exercises), from Netherlands, Germany, and U.S.
(see Appendices e Annex A e C). The interviewed military ex-
perts were asked to present and discuss their requirements and
expectations regarding the assessment of collateral damage and
military advantage together with targeting decisions in cyber
operations. Additionally, they were asked to elaborate on how
they would deal with excessive collateral damage or not
receiving customary information.

� direct participation and observation in two joint military exer-
cises in 2016 and 2017 as field work which facilitated the
achievement of a comprehensive vision on cyber operations in
regards with their role, use, assessment of effects, and targeting
decisions.

Thirdly, is based on the identified gap in the space of scientific
artefacts in the field of cyber warfare reflected by the (already
mentioned) real need for targeting decision support in cyber op-
erations. Hence, from an extensive review of scientific literature in
all the research domains considered in this research, military
doctrine, strategies, and reports, one can conclude that military
cyber operations lack models and methodologies for planning,
execution, and assessment although the effects of their use can
impact not only the engaged targets, but also other collateral
civilian and military actors and systems [20]. Accordingly, related
research that tackles tangent points to this research is presented in
the Related Work section of this article and Activity III.

3.2. Activity II: Definitions of the objectives for a solution

Based on Activity I, the aim of this research is to support tar-
geting decisionmaking in cyber warfare by designing a fuzzy-based
multi-layered model that has the following objectives:

� To estimate and classify the effects of cyber operations, and
� To advice targeting decisions in the sense of concluding if

engaging a specific target in a specific cyber operation is pro-
portional or disproportional (proportionality principle).
3.3. Activity III: Design and development

The functionality, architecture, and design of the artefact pro-
posed in this research (multi-layered model) are determined based
on the resources gathered and presented in Activity I and Section 5.
Moreover, based on these resources, the following design re-
quirements were established:

� To be structured, adaptable, and illustrative.
� To be compatible, familiar or designed in a similar way as the

methodologies and models used in conventional military
operations.

� To consider space and force dimensions.
ects estimation and proportionality assessment for targeting in cyber
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� To be evaluated on realistic cyber operations scenarios.

Additionally, previous work regarding the assessment of effects
[19] and targeting decisions in cyber operations [20] was used as
guidance and input in the present research.

3.4. Activity IV: Demonstration

To be able to demonstrate the proposed artefact as a proof-of-
concept, two-face-to-face meetings with a military technical
expert with significant international experience were organized in
MarcheApril 2019. In the first meeting, a brainstorming session
was carried out about the development of virtual and realistic use
cases/case studies that would be suitable to evaluate the proposed
model. In the second meeting, some alternatives for two use cases
were discussed with the military expert, and for each use case was
selected the best one advised by the military expert. Conclusively,
the proposed model in this research was evaluated using two
counter-terrorism cyber operations on a suicide drone and a cargo
ship, further elaborated in the Evaluation and Results sections.

3.5. Activity V: Evaluation

The model designed and developed in Activity III was proposed
for demonstration in Activity IV and evaluation in the present ac-
tivity, based on two virtual use cases conducted in a focus group
[53] organized by TNO (the Netherlands Organization for Applied
Scientific Research) and the Netherlands MoD in one day in April
2019with the name “FromEffects Estimation toTargeting Decisions
in Cyber Warfare” (see Appendices e Annex F). In this regard, four
military-technical experts were selected based on their background
and experience (in military operations, training, and exercises)
which can provide reliable and credible information and findings.
The selected experts were invited to participate in this focus group.
Consequently, the model was evaluated and simulated with the
collected data (see variables in the Appendix) from the consulted
experts, and the results of this process are presented in the eval-
uation and results section of this article.

3.6. Activity VI: Communication

The results of the present research were communicated and
presented through presentations, meetings, e-mails, and the pre-
sent article.

4. Fuzzy logic

This article proposes an AImodel based on fuzzy logic in order to
estimate and classify the effects of cyber operations, and propose
targeting decisions based on proportionality assessment in cyber
operations. In this research, this modelling technique was used to
design the proposed solution inspired by the deep learning [54]
approach (multi-layers that refine the information and predict the
final advising decision). This was chosen due to the fact that it fa-
cilitates modelling problems that need to be solved “in an envi-
ronment of imprecision, uncertainty, incompleteness of
information, conflicting information, partiality of truth and
partiality of possibility e in short, in an environment of imperfect
information” [55] reflected by the lack of available data(sets)
together with the uncertainty and dynamism that governs cyber
operations as well as other human and operational aspects and
factors discussed in Section 2 of this article. To cope with these
concerns, a mix between limited datasets (e.g. case studies on real
and virtual incidents) and expertise from military e technical ex-
perts was used [56].
Please cite this article as: Maathuis C et al., Decision support model for eff
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To describe human reasoning and real live events, a logic based
on duality (true/false, good/bad) is not enough or not always
adequate. In this sense, Lotfi A. Zadeh e the pioneer or the creator
of fuzzy sets and based on that, fuzzy logic (1965) as the redesign of
the multivalued logic advanced by Lukasiewicz [57] e extended in
his work the classical two valued logic which is defined by the bi-
nary values 0 and 1, to the whole continuous interval between
these two values, [0,1]. Hence, a gradual transition between false
and true is realized due to the existence of a grade or membership
function noted by m, that is a real number between 0 and 1. The
membership function mU(x) denotes how an element x belongs (as a
grade) to a universe of discourse U (i.e. all elements that come into
consideration in a specific context).

A membership function can be represented in a continuous or a
discrete way. In a continuous way, the membership function is a
mathematical function such as the most used ones in different
fuzzy logic applications: triangular, trapezoidal or Gaussian. In a
discreteway, themembership function is represented by values in a
vector (list). To be able to completely describe the fuzzy variable x,
linguistic variables are used. The linguistic variables take as values
words or sentences, and have associated different membership
functions. For an example, see Fig. 2.

Due to its major use in decision making applications, this article
uses triangular membership functions [58e60]. These functions are
described by three parameters in the universe of discourse U, as
such: ll represents the low limit or bound which is the smallest
possible value, m represents the mean, and hl represents the high
limit or bound which is the biggest possible value. These functions
are further defined in Eq. (1) and illustrated in Fig. 3.

mUðxÞ¼

8>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>:

0; x< ll

x� ll
m� ll

; ll< x<m

hl� x
hl� ll

; m< x<hl

0; x>hl

(1)

Direct exemplifications of how these functions are used in this
research are provided in the following section. Furthermore, taking
into consideration that human reasoning can interpret and use
imprecise, vague or ambiguous terms and logic in different contexts
and problems, logical statements are constructed as sentences us-
ing connectives (correspondent to logical operations) just as in a
natural language used by the human brain, such as AND, OR, NOT,
and IF-THEN. For exemplification, IF-THEN means a conditional
sentence where the sentence following IF is called antecedent, and
ects estimation and proportionality assessment for targeting in cyber



Fig. 3. Triangular membership functions.
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the sentence after THEN is called consequent.
For instance, the mechanism of defense of a target is computed

in the proposed model in this article using a linguistic variable
named Target Defense Mechanism that is computed using trian-
gular membership functions and has weak and strong as defined
fuzzy sets. This variable is depicted in Fig. 2.

Moreover, a fuzzy inference system is able to extract conclusions
from approximations of data using these linguistic variables and
their membership functions [61]. Accordingly, the fuzzy inference
system mechanism is presented and illustrated in Fig. 4. At the
beginning, a crisp set of input value is gathered and converted into
a fuzzy set using the input fuzzy linguistic variables and input
membership functions through the Fuzzification Interface.
Furthermore, based on the established fuzzy rule base consisting of
a set of fuzzy if-then rules and by using an inference mechanism,
the fuzzy inference is made in the decision-making unit. At the end,
in the defuzzification Interface, the resulting output is defuzzified
and mapped into a crisp output value using a weighted averaging
approach of the calculated fuzzy output values.

There are three common inference systems known. These are
Mamdani fuzzy models, Sugeno fuzzy models, Tsukamoto fuzzy
models [62]. In our approach, we are using the Mamdani fuzzy
inference system as it is best suitable to adapt our approach and is
most commonly used alone or in conjunction with other AI/ma-
chine learning techniques such as artificial neural networks or
genetic (evolutionary) algorithms. Hereby a short list of applica-
tions: intrusion detection [63], Internet of things performance
evaluation [64], alert systems for controlling cyber bullying [65],
cyber situation awareness [66], in information hiding with steno-
graphy [67], in cryptography for the substitution cipher algorithm
[68], navigation of humanoid robot [69], terrorist event classifica-
tion [70], and pilot’s behaviour assessment in warfare simulations
[71].

Hence, the illustrated technique has a diverse pallet of appli-
cations in different domains by representing a way to design and
implement intelligent systems providing the main advantage of
mathematically dealing with the uncertainty of information -
Fig. 4. Fuzzy inference system.
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“gray” (i.e. vague, ambiguous, imprecise) by nature [72]. Accord-
ingly, in the coming section of this article, the design and imple-
mentation of the model are further presented.

5. Design and implementation

To be able to introduce the design and the way the proposed
model was implemented (see Activity III in Section 3.), a reflection
on the underlying mechanism is necessary. This mechanism is
depicted in Fig. 5 and embedded in Fig. 6, and contains the
following key points:

� First, military advantage and collateral damage (A in Fig. 5.) are
two separate types of effects (intended and unintended) of
cyber operations and their estimation is done at different mo-
ments, circumstances, and by different actors. From the field
work conducted in the present research (e.g. interviews and
Workshops with military experts as well as direct participation
and observation in joint military exercises) along with the sci-
entific literature consulted and resumed in Section 2 of this
article, the coming remarks can be made. On one side, in past
and current military operations, the estimation of military
advantage is based on human reasoning and decision making as
important functions of human cognition of military com-
manders advised by their team. Aligned with this, one of the
military experts interviewed pointed that is based on “the
feeling of knowing the opponent” at the given time with the
given information, thus not relying on specific models or
Fig. 5. Effects estimation and targeting decisions in cyber operations.

ects estimation and proportionality assessment for targeting in cyber



Fig. 6. Multi-layered model for effects estimation and targeting decisions in cyber warfare.
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methodologies. On the other side, in past and current military
operations, the estimation of collateral damage is based on the
CDE methodology which is an estimation methodology done by
the intelligence forces [73] in order to advise military
commanders.

� Second, from the abovementioned resources, as suggested by
the military commanders consulted in this research, a broader
perspective was considered in order to model both military
advantage and unintended effects represented by collateral
damage and military disadvantage in cyber operations. That
implies also including unintended effects on military actors and
systems (e.g. own military forces and systems or the target it-
self) which are named in this research as military disadvantage
in further decisions. The proportionality assessment/principle
signifies not only bringing two different entities surrounded by
uncertainty together in a complex environment (collateral
damage and military advantage), but also dealing (as the con-
sulted military experts assessed) with other human aspects and
factors such as military commander’s background, experience,
culture, (exposure and resistance to) stress, willingness to take
risks (risk appetite), and even religion. To cope with these facts,
military commanders need to be “flexible, quick, resilient,
adaptive, risk taking, and accurate” [74], responsible and legally
compliant.

� Third, as a result of the proportionality assessment, the
following two options can be considered. First, in case the cyber
operation is not-disproportional, then the considered target
could be engaged using the specific cyber weapon. Second, in
case the cyber operation is disproportional (thus unlawful), then
the cyber operation should be aborted/stopped and control
measures (C in Fig. 5) for avoiding or minimizing collateral
damage should be examined. Additionally, these control mea-
sures should be considered from the beginning when collateral
damage is expected (C with an arrow in both senses in Fig. 5). In
case of a worst case scenario i.e. in case of intentionally con-
ducting an unlawful cyber operation, then this is punishable as
it is a war crime [13,16].

Based on the underlying mechanism described, a multi-layered
fuzzy model has been designed as an intelligent system [75] with
its architecture illustrated in Fig. 6. The first and second layer/
model depicted in Fig. 6 correspond to the blocks before the deci-
sion depicted in Fig. 5, and the third layer/model illustrated in Fig. 6
corresponds to the decision block illustrated in Fig. 5. The model
was implemented using the Mandani fuzzy inference system in
MATLAB, and contains three layers of fuzzy models aiming at first,
estimating the effects of cyber operations, second, classifying the
effects of cyber operations considering as main classification
criteria intention and nature [18], and third, deciding if the act of
engaging a specific target with a specific cyber weapon in a cyber
operation is not-disproportional or disproportional. The proposed
Please cite this article as: Maathuis C et al., Decision support model for eff
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multi-layeredmodel is based on a deep learning approach, and uses
limited data and expertise [76] and previous work [18e21] in
regards to assessing cyber operations and their effects, while
aiming at (prescriptively) supporting targeting decision making in
cyber operations. This represents a hybrid approach (combination
of data and knowledge) used since it allows embedding both data
(from the incidents) and expertise (from the consulted experts) in
the designed model. Moreover, each component is discussed
considering design and implementation decisions.

Based on the abovementioned aspects and design decisions, two
perspectives or contexts of use were considered for the proposed
multi-layered model:

� The first perspective is of legal nature and is based on the
(classical) interpretation of the proportionality assessment. This
perspective brings together two elements (categories of effects):
collateral damage and military advantage.

� The second perspective operational nature and is based on
considering preparations for developing different CoAs for
engaging military targets. This perspective brings together a
broader perspective by embedding both intended and unin-
tended effects under three categories of effects named: collat-
eral damage, military advantage, and military disadvantage.

The first model is illustrated in Figs. 7- 9 clearly separates mil-
itary targets from civilian objects (based on the principle of
distinction), as follows: in Fig. 7 are depicted the input and output
variables, in Fig. 8 is illustrated a membership function for one of
the input variables, and in Fig. 9 are captured some rules. This
model contains 11 input variables and 7 output variables identified
in Refs. [19,20] and are based on information given before the
execution of a cyber operation. These variables are characterized by
triangular membership functions and are defined in the appendix
of this article.

A detailed description for calculating the membership functions
of the variables military objective and target vulnerability are
further provided using Eq. (2) in Eq. (3) and Eq. (4) below. Further,
in the Appendix section of this article are defined all the variables
used.
ects estimation and proportionality assessment for targeting in cyber



Fig. 7. Effects estimation model in cyber operations.

Fig. 8. Target connection to collateral input variable membership functions.
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Fig. 9. Effects estimation model rules in cyber operations.
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(3)

A rule which concludes that there is a Very High probability to
achieving the intended effects on a software e based target with a
weak defense mechanism based on an exploited 0-day vulnera-
bility and that there are no collateral effects on other collateral
civilian systems when the target has no collateral connections and
no Internet connection, is defined in such a way:

IF (MilitaryObjective IS ToManipulate) AND (TargetNature IS
LegitimateMilitaryTarget) AND (TargetEntity IS) AND (TargetEntity
Please cite this article as: Maathuis C et al., Decision support model for eff
operations, Defence Technology, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.dt.2020.04.007
IS SoftwareEnvironmentOrPlatformOrApplication) AND (Target-
Vulnerability IS 0Day) AND (TargetDefenseMechanism is Weak)
AND (TargetConnectionToCollateral IS NotConnected) AND (Targe-
tInternetConnection IS NotConnected) AND (CyberWeapon IS
Malware) AND (CollateralNature IS CollateralCivilian) AND (Col-
lateralEntity IS DataOrInformation) AND (Collater-
alEntityDefenseMechanism IS Strong) THEN (EffectTypeTarget IS
Alter) AND (EffectOnTarget IS Integrity) AND (EffectOnTargetProb-
ability IS VeryHigh) AND (EffectTypeCollateral IS No) AND (Effec-
tOnCollateral IS No) AND (EffectOnCollateralProbability IS No) AND
(CollateralEntity IS OnCollateralCivilian).

Above an example of just one single rule was introduced. In
practice, depending on the input provided, multiple rules get
activated (fired) and their output is aggregated and defuzzyfied to a
crisp value using the centroid weighted averaging algorithm
[77,78].

Moreover, a selection of the input and output variables are
depicted in Table 1 with complete definitions for all the variables
presented in the Annex of this article.

The second model is illustrated in Figs. 10-12, as follows. In
Fig. 10 are depicted the input and output variables and in Fig. 12 are
captured a part of the rules. The model contains 8 input variables
and 6 output variables based on the effects classification presented
in Ref. [18,20] characterized by triangular membership functions.

A detailed description for calculating the membership functions
of the variable effect type target is further provided using Eq. (2) in
Eq. (5) below. Further, in the Appendix section of this article are
defined all the variables used.
ects estimation and proportionality assessment for targeting in cyber



Table 1
Effects Estimation Model variables in Cyber operations.

Input/Output Variable and Definition Value Variable (Fuzzy Set)

MilitaryObjective ¼ The aim/goal of a Cyber operation. ToManipulate/ToCapture/ToNeutralize/ToDestroy
TargetDefenseMechanism ¼ The assessment of a target’s

defense mechanism(s).
Weak/Strong

CyberWeaponType ¼ The type of cyber weapon. Malware/DDoS
EffectOnTarget ¼ The aspect or quality of the target that is

impacted.
No/MentalOrPhysicalHealthOrLossOfLife/Trust/Reputation/Privacy/Confidentiality/Integrity/
Availability/Authenticity/Accountability

EffectOnTargetProbability ¼ The probability of impacting the
target.

No/Low/Medium/High/VeryHigh

EffectTypeCollateral¼ The type of effect that impacts a collateral
entity.

No/MentalOrPhysicalInjuryOrLossOfLife/Alter/Disclose/Degrade/Control/Isolate/Delete/Destroy/
Accountability

Input/Output Variable and Definition Value Variable (Fuzzy Set)
MilitaryObjective ¼ The aim/goal of a Cyber operation. ToManipulate/ToCapture/ToNeutralize/ToDestroy
TargetDefenseMechanism ¼ The assessment of a target’s

defense mechanism(s).
Weak/Strong

CyberWeaponType ¼ The type of cyber weapon. Malware/DDoS
EffectOnTarget ¼ The aspect or quality of the target that is

impacted.
No/MentalOrPhysicalHealthOrLossOfLife/Trust/Reputation/Privacy/Confidentiality/Integrity/
Availability/Authenticity/Accountability

EffectOnTargetProbability ¼ The probability of impacting the
target.

No/Low/Medium/High/VeryHigh

EffectTypeCollateral¼ The type of effect that impacts a collateral
entity.

No/MentalOrPhysicalInjuryOrLossOfLife/Alter/Disclose/Degrade/Control/Isolate/Delete/Destroy/
Accountability

Fig. 10. Effects classification model in cyber operations.
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Fig. 11. Effect type target input variable membership functions.

Fig. 12. Effects classification model rules in cyber operations.
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Fig. 13. Targeting decision model based on proportionality assessment in cyber
operations.
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A rule which concludes that the there is a high Military
Advantage while Collateral Damage is low is further defined:

IF (MilitaryObjectiveAchievement IS Certain) AND (EffectType-
Target IS Degrade) AND (EffectOnTarget IS Availability) AND
(EffectOnTargetProbability IS High) AND (CollateralEntity IS Col-
lateralCivilian) AND (EffectOnCollateralProbability IS Low) THEN
(MilitaryAdvantage IS High) AND (MilitaryAdvantageOnEntity IS
NonHuman) AND (MilitaryDisadvantage IS No) AND (Militar-
yDisadvantageOnEntity IS No) AND (CollateralDamage IS Low) AND
(CollateralDamageOnEntity IS NonHuman).

Furthermore, a selection of the input and output variables are
defined in Table 2 with complete definitions for all the variables
presented in the Annex of this article.

The third model is illustrated in Figs. 13-15 is based on the
proportionality test, as follows. In Fig. 12 are depicted the input and
output variables, in Fig. 13 is illustrated a membership function for
one of the input variables, and in Fig. 15 are captured a part of the
rules. The model contains 4 input variables and 1 output variables
characterized by triangular membership functions (see Fig. 14).

A detailed description for calculating the membership functions
of the variable collateral damage and proportionality decision
further provided using Eqs. (5) and (6) below. Further, in the Ap-
pendix section of this article are defined all the variables used.
Table 2
Effects classification model variables in cyber operations.

Input/Output Variable
And Definition

MilitaryObjectiveAchievement ¼ The achievement of the already defined Military Obj
MilitaryAdvantage ¼ Intended effects that contribute to the achievement of military o

MilitaryAdvantageOnEntity ¼ The type of entity which is impacted by Military Advan
MilitaryDisadvantage ¼ Unintended effects that do not contribute to achieving militar

the target or conducting actors.
CollateralDamage¼ Unintended effects that do not contribute to achievingmilitary obje

injury or loss of life and/or damage or destruction to civilian objects and/or environ
CollateralDamageOnEntity ¼ The type of entity which is impacted by Collateral Dama

Please cite this article as: Maathuis C et al., Decision support model for eff
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For instance, a rule which advises that is disproportional to
engage a target with a specific cyber weapon in a particular cyber
operation is defined as follows:

IF (MilitaryAdvantage IS Low) AND (MilitaryAdvantageOnEntity
Value Variable (Fuzzy Set)

ective. No/Certain
bjective(s) No/Low/Medium/High/

VeryHigh
tage. Human/NonHuman
y objective(s), but impact allies, friendly, neutral, even No/Low/Medium/High/

VeryHigh
ctives, but impact civilian assets, in the form of civilian
ment.

No/Low/Medium/High/
VeryHigh

ge. Human/NonHuman

ects estimation and proportionality assessment for targeting in cyber



Fig. 14. Proportionality decision output variable membership functions.
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IS NonHuman) AND (CollateralDamage IS High) AND (Collater-
alDamageOnEntity IS NonHuman) THEN ProportionalityDecision IS
DisProportional.

Moreover, the output variable is defined in Table 3 with com-
plete definitions for all variables presented in the Annex of this
article.

The above described model is structured in three layers that
estimate and classify the effects of cyber operations in the first two
layers, and based on that advise targeting decisions in cyber op-
erations. The complex layered structure of the model implies
solving the problem by moving through its layers from the first to
the third layer, and at the end advising a single decision: it is not-
disproportional or disproportional to engage a specific target us-
ing a specific cyber weapon in a specific cyber operation.

For the identified perspectives or contexts of use presented in
Section 5, the proposed model could be used:

� In the operational context as it is or further considering multiple
degrees of (dis)proportionality if an analogue approach is
desired by using values such as Not Disproportional, Low
Disproportional, Medium Disproportional, High Dispropor-
tional, Very High Disproportional in the last model (layer) of the
proposed model.

In the legal context further considerations could be applied
considering only integrating physical effects directed to civilians
and civilian assets as collateral damage which means excluding
psychological/mental effects and other effects that have an impact
on different aspects or values such as privacy, trust, and reputation.
These considerations contain actions such as deleting and
Please cite this article as: Maathuis C et al., Decision support model for eff
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renaming, and are further depicted in Table 4. Strictly for exclusion
purposes the necessary action is deleting and for naming compat-
ibility the necessary action is renaming. These actions imply that in
the estimation process the additional variables used in the opera-
tional context would not be present in the legal context (delete
action), and that the renamed variables are used in the same way
according to their definitions (rename action).
6. Evaluation and results

To be able to demonstrate and evaluate the proposed model as a
proof-of-concept (Peffers et al., 2008) in the operational context (as
defined in Section 5), two use cases/case studies of counter-
terrorism cyber operations were prepared between MarcheApril
2019 together with military-technical experts from TNO (the
Netherlands organization for applied scientific research) while
considering the following facts: i) the plausibility of such incidents
to be conducted in the current global political and military situa-
tion, and ii) the realism of such incidents from a technological point
of view. In this sense, these cases were thought taking into
consideration the emergent threat that terrorism represents at
global level since “the victims are not [in most cases] chosen on an
individual basis but are struck either at random or for symbolic
effect” [79] backed by the idea of proposing Cyber operations
perceived by the consulted military e technical experts as being
realistic [26] future scenarios [80] as an alternative in counter-
terrorism methods.

The evaluation was conducted in a Workshop (Focus Group)
organized by TNO and the Netherlands MoD in one day in April
2019with the name “From Effects Estimation toTargeting Decisions
ects estimation and proportionality assessment for targeting in cyber



Fig. 15. Targeting decision model rules based on proportionality assessment in cyber operations.

Table 3
Targeting Decision Model variables in Cyber operations.

Input/Output Variable and Definition Value Variable
(Fuzzy Set)

Definition Value Variable

ProportionalityDecision ¼ Proportionality assessment that considers as
Proportional if Collateral Damage is not excessive in relation toMilitary
Advantage.

Proportional Engaging this specific target with this specific cyber weapon is proportional
(not excessive), in other words engaging this target in this Cyber operation is
allowed.

Disproportional Engaging this specific target with this specific cyber weapon is disproportional
(excessive), in other words engaging this target in this Cyber operation is
prohibited.

Table 4
Further considerations for the legal perspective of use.

Layer/Model No. Action Action on variable

First and second Rename From EffectTypeTarget to MilitaryAdvantage
First Rename From MentalOrPhysicalHealthOrLossOfLife to Physical Injury Or Loss Of Life
First and second Rename From EffectOnTarget to Military Advatage On
First Delete Trust, Reputation, Privacy for EffectOnTarget
First and second Rename From EffectOnTargetProbability to Military Advantage Probability
First and second Rename From EffectTypeCollateral to CollateralDamage
First and second Rename From EffectOnCollateral to Collateral Damage On
First and second Rename From EffectOnCollateralProbability to Collateral Damage Probability
First and second Delete CollateralEntity
Second Rename From EffectTypeTarget to MilitaryAdvantage
Second Delete MilitaryDisadvantage
Second Delete MilitaryDisadvantageOnEntity

C. Maathuis et al. / Defence Technology xxx (xxxx) xxx14
in Cyber Warfare”with four military e technical experts with more
than 15 years of international military e technical experience (see
Appendices e Annex F). The military-technical experts were asked
12 questions structured in five groups: opening, introductory,
transition, key and ending questions, and relate to phases IeV of the
Please cite this article as: Maathuis C et al., Decision support model for eff
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targeting process described in Section 2. Furthermore, following
the data model for representing and simulating Cyber operations
proposed by Ref. [21], the following information was used for both
evaluation use cases/case studies: Context, Actor, Type, Military
Objective, Target, Phase, and Cyber Weapon. Both case studies/use
ects estimation and proportionality assessment for targeting in cyber
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cases consider a war context and are presented below.
6.1. Case study/use case I: Drone counter-terrorism cyber operation

Context: The ongoing conflict and humanitarian crisis in Ari-
cikland motivated the government of Aricikland to further engage
in the fight against terrorismwhile being assisted and supported by
the coalition (an alliance formed by 12 countries). From a just
completed ISR (intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance)
mission, the coalition assessed that the most active international
terrorist group in the area e terrmisous e are preparing a terrorist
attack against the president of Aricikland using a suicide drone/
unmanned combat aerial vehicle (UCAV) weaponized with 3 kg
explosive munition. This is about to be done while the president
gives a speech at the Conference Hall of the Aricikland National
Security Centre located in the city centre of Aricikland’s capital. This
scenario is depicted in Fig. 16.

Actor: coalition vs. Terrmisous.
Type: offensive cyber operation.
Military objective: to prevent the terrorist drone attack against

its intended target (the president of Aricikland). This is to be ach-
ieved by manipulating the operator control (the ground control
station) of the drone in the sense of manipulating/altering the
position and speed of the drone so that it will have a random flight
pattern and will be (probably) prevented to reach its own target.

Phase: planning (before execution).
Target: a terrorist subsonic drone/UCAV (military target) that

flies at medium altitude and has an electric propulsion system. The
terrorist drone operates in two modes to conduct terrorist mis-
sions. First, in manual mode being controlled and programmed by
the operator control. Second, in automatic mode being controlled
and pre-programmed by the automated pilot from its board com-
puter. Moreover, the terrorist drone carries 3 kg explosive munition
that should be deployed with its self-destruction once its target is
reached. The UCAV forms together with the operator control and
communication system (wireless data link) the UAS (unmanned
aerial system) that terrmisous uses to reach its aim. The operator
control has a standard Internet connection, a weak defense
mechanism, and no direct collateral connections.

Cyber weapon: during the just completed ISR mission, a mal-
warewas implanted in the operator control system by exploiting an
Fig. 16. Cyber operation Case I.
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existing 0-day (unknown and unpatched software vulnerability).
Themalware is able to automatically manipulate/alter the direction
and speed of the UAV during flight based on inserting a random
factor. This manipulation implies the following actions and facts:

� The screen available at the operator control displays the modi-
fied direction and speed of the drone. At the same time, the
operator control is able to receive near real-time un-modified
(correct) video and/or photo packets from the drone which are
compliant with the real values of direction and speed.

� The flight pattern of the drone is changed by being randomized
whichmeans that the drone is prevented to fly on its considered
flight path to reach its target (the president of Aricikland). The
terrorist operator is not able to bypass this situation and realizes
that the military objective might not be achieved. Furthermore,
the terrorist operator has two options:
a) To abort or suspend the mission. Therefore, the suicide drone

will not reach its target.
b) To continue the mission by a fire order (engage target) taking

a high risk knowing that it will not reach its real target.
Therefore, the suicide drone will reach other collateral
different entities (object(s), person(s), and/or environment)
or will fall somewhere in the neighbourhood where it will be
captured by the coalition.
6.2. Case study/use case II: ship counter-terrorism cyber operation

Context: The ongoing conflict and humanitarian crisis in Ari-
cikland motivated the government of Aricikland to further engage
in the fight against terrorismwhile being assisted and supported by
the Coalition (an alliance formed by 12 countries). From a just
completed ISR (Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance)
mission, the Coalition assessed that the most active international
terrorist group in the area e terrmisous e are preparing a terrorist
attack using a commercial cargo ship (civilian e dual use target)
weaponized with chemical agents (dangerous/toxic chemical sub-
stances aboard) near the civilian port AricikPortus. Currently, the
terrorist cargo ship is berthed (lies) at the civilian port VicikPortus
where it needs to refuel to be able to go further to AricikPortus. This
scenario is depicted in Fig. 17.

Actor: coalition vs. terrmisous.
Type: offensive cyber operation.
Military objective: to prevent the terrorist cargo ship from

leaving the port VicikPortus to reach the port AricikPortus. This is to
be achieved by neutralizing the services (make them temporary
unavailable) of the civilian pump station from VicikPortus where
the terrorists intend to load their cargo ship with fuel.

Phase: planning (before execution).
Target: a civilian cargo ship under terrorist control weaponized

with chemical weapon agents and used by terrmisous (dual use
target) that arrives at a pump station in VicikPortus to load with
fuel. The pump station is a part of a fuel distribution network from
Vicik and is directly connected to the distribution centre fromVicik.
The targeted pump station is connected to Internet, has a weak
defense mechanism, and direct collateral connections.

Cyber weapon: during the just completed ISR mission, the stage
for a protocol based DDoS was prepared against the pump station
by exploiting a discovered but not patched software vulnerability.
This neutralization implies the following actions and facts:

� The services used by the pump station for loading ships with
fuel are temporary unavailable, so the terrorist ship is not able to
load with fuel.
ects estimation and proportionality assessment for targeting in cyber



Fig. 17. Cyber operation Case II.
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� The terrorist ship might not be able to further leave the port and
finish its mission, and has two options:
a) To abort or suspend the mission. Therefore, the chemical

agents will not be deployed by the terrorist controlled cargo
ship near the port AricikPortus.

b) To continue themanipulatedmission taking a high risk of not
being able to reach the target or reach collateral different
entities (object(s), person(s), and/or environment.
6.3. Results

To evaluate the introduced model, the following evaluation
criteria need to be fulfilled aligned with design science research
[54,81,82]:

� compatibility with the design requirements presented in Ac-
tivity III in Section 3 of this article.

� usefulness meaning the “quality or state of being useful”
(Cambridge Dictionary). The level of usefulness of the model
Please cite this article as: Maathuis C et al., Decision support model for eff
operations, Defence Technology, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.dt.2020.04.007
was evaluated with the help of four military-technical experts in
the focus group. During this process, the experts have assessed if
this model could be useful to support targeting decisions in
cyber operations and that implies if the model and the infor-
mation received are compatible with their own intentions and/
or expectations taking into consideration the fact that in this
field we are still at the beginning of the road. The results of this
evaluation are further below presented.

Furthermore, in Table 5 can be found for each cyber operation
case study the final targeting decision provided by each expert that
has evaluated our model (columns two to four). The fifth column of
the same table provides the final targeting decision provided by the
model simulated with the evaluation data collected for each case
from the military e technical experts. The input data is provided by
the consulted experts based on the given information for each use
case (see Section 6.1 and Section 6.2), analysed (see Section 4), and
run through simulations as described below using estimations for
the parameters presented in the appendix. The data is provided to
themodel and the final results consisting of output values and their
ects estimation and proportionality assessment for targeting in cyber



Table 5
Targeting decision in cyber operations model evaluation.

Cyber operation Use
Case

Targeting Decision
Expert 1

Targeting Decision
Expert 2

Targeting Decision Expert 3 Targeting Decision Expert 4 Targeting Decision Model

1 Proportional Disproportional Disproportional Disproportional Disproportional
2 Proportional Proportional Proportional Proportional Proportional

Fig. 19. Targeting decision in cyber operation model entire output surface.
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interpretation are provided in the table below and further in this
section.

This evaluation is done in MATLAB 2015b on an Intel(R) Cor-
e(TM) i7-5600U CPU with 2.6 GHz, 8 GB RAM, and Windows 7 64
bit OS. The model was developed on the same system. Through this
evaluation process, the accuracy of the proposed model is tested on
a dataset (with the two presented cyber operations) that was not
used for training themodel before and experts, as abovementioned.
The results of the model are further discussed:

� for the first cyber operation use case (drone counter-terrorism),
three out of four military experts (75%) have concluded that this
engagement is disproportional. This is aligned with the advised
decision provided by the model for this specific use case.
Additionally, the model correctly estimated e.g. Military
advantage (alter with impact on integrity with values 0.27 and
0.61, respectively) and collateral damage injury or loss of life
with impact on injury or loss of life with values 0.16 and 0.05,
respectively).

� for the second cyber operation use case (ship counter-
terrorism), four out of four military experts (100%) have
concluded that this engagement is not-disproportional. This is
also alignedwith the advised decision provided by themodel for
this specific use case. In addition, the model correctly estimated
e.g. military advantage and collateral damage as degrade on
availability with values 0.49 and 0.72, respectively.
Fig. 18. Targeting Decision in Cyber operat

Please cite this article as: Maathuis C et al., Decision support model for eff
operations, Defence Technology, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.dt.2020.04.007
� In this regard, in Fig. 17 is depicted a sample of the area of
simulation results from MATLAB for the proposed model and in
Fig. 18 is illustrated the entire output space as the space of all
possible considered targeting decisions in cyber operations
depicted here in relation to military advantage and collateral
damage (see Fig. 19).
ion Model sample area of simulation.
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Based on the evaluation process above presented, the proposed
model was able to estimate the effects and advise proportionality
decisions with an accuracy between 75% (in the first case) and 100%
(in the second case), fact that allows us to conclude that the pro-
posed model is worth further development using additional data-
sets and tuning.

Furthermore, to assess the usefulness of the introduced model,
the experts have been asked to assess it using a three e point scale
from 1 to 3, as follows: 1 ¼ Not Useful, 2 ¼ Neutral, and 3 ¼ Useful.
Their opinion is presented in Table 6, and implies that three experts
out of four found that this model is Useful, and one expert as
Neutral. Moreover, the experts were asked to elaborate their
answer. The answers have been structured and are further
presented:

� The model successfully supports targeting decision making by
providing the right type of final decision support information as
targeting decision based on the proportionality assessment
(military legal perspective of use) and suitable as a base for
further courses of action (CoAs) development (military opera-
tional perspective of use) since it is useful and understandable
from a military e technical perspective.

� The model also helps to structure the decision making process
itself in cyber operations and describes its important compo-
nents and elements i.e. the variables and parameters contained
(see Section 6 and Annex) and modelled using the methodology
presented in Section 3 and Section 5. Additionally, the vision of
experts is aligned with the way of reasoning embedded in this
system (see Section 5).

� The experts suggested that the model is worth further devel-
opment (i.e. extension) based on more data (sets) with different
case scenarios and similar evaluation processes with different
expert audiences i.e. military political, military e technical,
military e legal and/or political.

Therefore, based on the usefulness evaluation just discussed, we
can attribute an usefulness degree of 75% based on the evaluation
provided by the consulted experts, which allows us to conclude
(again) that the proposed model is worth further development
using additional datasets and tuning.

In regards to the computing resources (performance indicator)
used by the proposed model using the abovementioned system
configuration, in average 15% of CPU resources and 1.2 GB RAM
were used during singular tests, and up to in average 25% and 2 GB
RAM during parallel tests.

Therefore, although dealing with limited data, the model suc-
ceeded in providing comparable results to the ones of the military
experts that have evaluated it and complied with the evaluation
criteria. This also means that the proposed model is compatible
with the design requirements. However, it is again important to
mention that the multi-layered model just advises targeting de-
cisions based on effects estimation, classification, and proportion-
ality assessment/test, thus is just a technical (AI) based solution.
Human factors and aspects such as context, culture, stress etc. are
perceived by the research community (e.g. cognitive science, psy-
chology, medicine) as being incredibly difficult or even impossible
to measure or model. The authors consider that future research
should be conducted on investigating which human factors and
Table 6
Targeting decision in cyber operations model usefulness evaluation.

Usefulness Level Expert 1 Expert 2 Expert 3 Expert 4

Usefulness 3 3 2 3

Please cite this article as: Maathuis C et al., Decision support model for eff
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aspects are involved during targeting decision making from a
multidisciplinary perspective, and from there if or which ones
should be involved in such a model.

As Fig. 5 expresses and taking into consideration the fact that it
is critical to consider control measures, the experts were asked for
each cyber operation case study what kind of control measures
they would propose and apply in order to avoid or (at least)
minimize the expected collateral damage. These control measures
can also be further considered as possible courses of action (CoA)
based on both cyber and kinetic options. Hence, their advice is
further elaborated and structured as a set of three recommenda-
tions for each use case.

For the first cyber operation use case, as follows:

� Consider a different cyber weapon and other element of the
target that could be engaged using this cyber weapon, in the
sense of using a cyber weapon that would disturb the C2 data
link.

� Consider a different cyber weapon that would facilitate full
control of the operator control and provide the possibility of
flying it into a different safe place where it could be captured.

� Cancel the event or change the speech location, date, and time
so that the president could still give his/her speech.

For the second cyber operation use case, as follows:

� Consider integrating a method to transmit the confirmation of
achievement of effects for the employed cyber weapon and
immediately stop it.

� Consider requesting cooperation from Vicik’s authorities (e.g.
political, legal, technical) and consider other points of access in
the sense of using a direct (joint) boarding team on the terrorist
ship or using a different cyber weapon that would disconnect
the fuel station from its distribution centre.

� Consider allowing the terrorist ship to refuel, but using a
different type of oil that would produce damage to the ship or at
least delaying it in order to capture it.

7. Conclusions

While planning, executing, and assessing cyber operations, the
actor that either conducts them and/or is impacted by their actions,
is confronted with (and sometimes benefiting from) facts such as
the lack of object permanence, lack of measurement, rapid
computational speed, and anonymity [83] labelled under the um-
brella of vagueness, impreciseness or uncertainty. These facts are
added to the human or social ones e.g. context, background, culture
or risk appetite when commanders (as decision makers) have to
decide if the act of conducting a specific cyber operation is not-
disproportional or disproportional, relying on the information
given at the time by military intelligence and the advice provided
by his/her military advisors (e.g. cyber, legal, political, media etc.).

This research was conducted in the fields of cyber security,
artificial, intelligence, and military operations/defense studies in
order to propose a multi-layered fuzzy model as a proof-of-concept
that estimates and classifies the effects of cyber operations, and by
that advises targeting decisions that could be applicable in two
contexts: a legal and an operational one. Further, two possible
perspectives were identified as applications for the proposed
model: operational and legal. Furthermore, the evaluation of the
model was done with technical e military experts in the
Netherlands in an operational context, and shows that the model is
useful when targeting in cyber operations.

The main limitation of this research is the reduced amount of
data (sets) publicly available on real cyber operations incidents as
ects estimation and proportionality assessment for targeting in cyber
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well as limited technical research available in this direction. How-
ever, to cope with this fact, multidisciplinary expertise was used
from all the dimensions of this research: military, technical,
technical-military, and military legal. As more data (sets) are ex-
pected to be publicly released and more research is expected to be
conducted in the near future, this would facilitate an additional
data driven approach to further fine tune and validate the model
proposed for practical use.

Therefore, this research advances the current state of the art and
space of artefacts in the cyber and military domains in the sense of
both situation awareness and situation assessment. Furthermore,
this research calls for further research and development in these
fields considering the proposed model as a baseline model that can
be further extended and trained based on new data(sets) and use
cases using AI techniques for tuning, such as a) neuro-fuzzy
approach as a combination of Fuzzy Logic and Artificial Neural
Networks, b) full deep learning approach, for instance Convolu-
tional Neural Networks (CNN), c) Multi-Agent Systems using rein-
forcement learning, d) combining with Genetic or other
Evolutionary algorithms for optimization purposes, and e)
quantum-inspired Fuzzy Evolutionary algorithm or quantum-
inspired Neural Networks.

Since cyber operations are now andwill be clearly deployed also
Table 7
Variables definition for model 1

Input/Output Variable and Definition Value Variable (Fuzzy Set)

MilitaryObjective ¼ The aim/goal of a Cyber
Operation.

ToManipulate
ToCapture

ToNeutralize

ToDestroy
TargetNature ¼ The status of a human or a non-

human/object considering the following criteria:
nature, location, purpose or use, in determining if
the human/non-human is targetable or not.

LegitimateMilitaryTarget
Dual Use Target

TargetEntity ¼ The type of the entity that can be
directly engaged using cyber weapons.

DataOrInformation
SoftwareEnvironmentOrPlatform

ConfigurationOrLogOrAlert
TargetVulnerability ¼ The status of target’s

vulnerability that should be exploited.
0Day
Discovered And Patch Not Applie

Discovered And Patch Applied
TargetDefenseMechanism ¼ The assessment of a

target’s defense mechanism(s).
Weak
Strong

TargetConnectionToCollateral ¼ The assessment
regarding possible a target’s open connection(s) to
collateral entities.

NotConnected
Connected

TargetInternetConnection ¼ The status of target’s
Internet connection.

NotConnected
Connected

CyberWeaponType ¼ The type of cyber weapon. Malware
DDoS

CollateralNature ¼ The status of a collateral entity in
the sense of being civilian, allied, friendly or
neutral to this Cyber Operation.

Collateral Allied Or Friendly Or Ne
CollateralCivilian

CollateralEntity ¼ The type of the entity that is not
targeted in this Cyber Operation.

Human

DataOrInformation

SoftwareEnvironmentOrPlatform

Hardware Or Device

ConfigurationOrLogOrAlert

Please cite this article as: Maathuis C et al., Decision support model for eff
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in future wars, the author considering further focusing (among
others) on i) designing control measures to avoid and/or limit the
unintended effects of cyber operations (e.g. collateral damage), ii)
considering more the integration of multiple dimensions, factors,
and aspects in (targeting decision making in) cyber operations
keeping in mind that it is important to win battles in (cyber) war,
but even more important is how they are won.
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Appendix
Membership
Functions
Definitions

Value Variable Definitions

[0 0.15 0.3] Altering or influencing an entity.
[0.23 0.38
0.53]

Getting control on an entity.

[0.463 0.613
0.763]

Making an entity unable to further function/perform.

[0.7 0.85 1] Completely and permanently damage an entity.
[0 0.3 0.6] Legitimate or lawful military target.
[0.4 0.7 1] Entity that has a dual functionality or is shared by

both military and civilian actors/systems.

[0 0.19 0.38] Data
OrApplication [0.31 0.5

0.69]
Software application

[0.62 0.81 1] File
[0 0.19 0.38] Unknown and unpatched vulnerability.

d [0.31 0.5
0.69]

Discovered but not patched vulnerability.

[0.62 0.81 1] Discovered and patched vulnerability.
[0 0.3 0.6] Target has a weak defense mechanism.
[0.4 0.7 1] Target has a strong defense mechanism.
[0 0.3 0.6] Target is not connected to collateral entities.
[0.4 0.7 1] Target is connected to collateral entities.

[0 0.3 0.6] Target is not connected to Internet.
[0.4 0.7 1] Target is connected to Internet.
[0 0.3 0.6] Malicious software
[0.4 0.7 1] Distributed Denial of Service

utral Military [0 0.3 0.6] Allied, Friendly or Neutral actors and/or systems.
[0.4 0.7 1] Collateral civilian actors and/or systems.

[0 0.098
0.196]

Human being

[0.166 0.264
0.362]

Data

OrApplication [0.332 0.43
0.528]

Software application

[0.498 0.596
0.694]

Hardware or device

[0.664 0.762
0.86]

File

(continued on next page)
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Table 7 (continued )

Input/Output Variable and Definition Value Variable (Fuzzy Set) Membership
Functions
Definitions

Value Variable Definitions

Environment [0.83 0.928
1]

Biotic and/or abiotic surroundings.

CollateralEntityDefenseMechanism ¼ The
assessment conducted for the defense mechanism
for collateral entity.

Weak [0 0.3 0.6] Collateral entity has a weak defense mechanism.
Strong [0.4 0.7 1] Collateral entity has a strong defense mechanism.

EffectTypeTarget ¼ The type of effect that impacts
the target engaged.

No [0 0.055
0.111]

No impact

MentalOrPhysicalInjuryOrLossOfLife [0.111 0.166
0.222]

Mental injury, physical injury or loss of life.

Alter [0.222 0.277
0.333]

Modifying information, systems’ aspects (e.g.
functionality, performance), human behaviour or
operations’ aspects.

Disclose [0.333 0.388
0.444]

Extracting and revealing information about humans,
systems, or operations.

Degrade [0.444 0.499
0.555]

Depriving or reducing functional, behavioural or
quality aspects of an entity.

Control [0.555 0.61
0.666]

Managing and influencing a human, system or
operation.

Isolate [0.666 0.72
0.777]

Closing or breaking external connections (including
C2) of humans, systems or operations.

Delete [0.777 0.832
0.888]

Putting away resources while still being possible to
be accessed by using recovering means (standard
delete action) or permanently becoming inaccessible
and unrecoverable (standard erase/wipe action).

Destroy [0.888 0.944
1]

Completely and permanently damage an entity so
that it becomes useless and irreparable.

EffectOnTarget ¼ The aspect or quality of the target
that is impacted.

MentalOrPhysicalHealthOrLossOfLife [0 0.055
0.111]

Mental injury, physical injury or loss of life.

Trust [0.111 0.166
0.222]

Capability of being confident in someone or
something.

Reputation [0.222 0.277
0.333]

(General) opinion or standing regarding a person or
organization.

Privacy [0.333 0.388
0.444]

Ability or state in which information is selectively
expressed/exposed by its owner and is free of
intrusion or interference.

Confidentiality [0.444 0.499
0.555]

Required protecting measures and controls of
resources and information to prevent access or
disclosure of unauthorized users or systems.

Integrity [0.555 0.61
0.666]

Correctness and trustfulness of resources and
information.

Availability [0.666 0.72
0.777]

Availability (in the sense of accessibility and
usability) of resources and information to the
authorized users or systems.

Authenticity [0.777 0.832
0.888]

State in which information is in its original form as
from the source when for instance, exchanged.

Accountability [0.888 0.944
1]

Being able to trace the actions that were applied on a
specific entity.

EffectOnTargetProbability ¼ The probability of
impacting the target.

No [0 0.1 0.2] 0%
Low [0.2 0.3 0.4] (0%, 25%]
Medium [0.4 0.5 0.6] (25%, 50%]
High [0.6 0.7 0.8] (50%, 75%]
VeryHigh [0.8 0.9 1] (75%, 100]

EffectTypeCollateral¼ The type of effect that impacts
a collateral entity.

No [0 0.055
0.111]

See above

MentalOrPhysicalInjuryOrLossOfLife [0.111 0.166
0.222]

Alter [0.222 0.277
0.333]

Disclose [0.333 0.388
0.444]

Degrade [0.444 0.499
0.555]

Control [0.555 0.61
0.666]

Isolate [0.666 0.72
0.777]

Delete [0.777 0.832
0.888]

Destroy [0.888 0.944
1]

EffectOnCollateral ¼ The aspect or quality of a
collateral entity that is impacted.

MentalOrPhysicalHealthOrLossOfLife [0 0.05 0.1]
Trust [0.1 0.15 0.2]
Reputation [0.2 0.25 0.3]
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Table 7 (continued )

Input/Output Variable and Definition Value Variable (Fuzzy Set) Membership
Functions
Definitions

Value Variable Definitions

Privacy [0.3 0.35 0.4]
Confidentiality [0.4 0.45 0.5]
Integrity [0.5 0.55 0.6]
Availability [0.6 0.65 0.7]
Authenticity [0.7 0.75 0.8]
Accountability [0.8 0.85 0.9]
No [0.9 0.95 1]

EffectOnCollateralProbability ¼ The probability of
impacting a collateral entity.

No [0 0.1 0.2]
Low [0.2 0.3 0.4]
Medium [0.4 0.5 0.6]
High [0.6 0.7 0.8]
VeryHigh [0.8 0.9 1]

CollateralEntity ¼ The type of the entity that is not
targeted, but impacted in this Cyber Operation,
and can be either collateral civilian, allied, friendly
or neutral.

On Collateral Allied Or Friendly Or Neutral
Military

[0 0.3 0.6]

OnCollateralCivilian [0.4 0.7 1]

Table 8
Variables definition for model 2

Input/Output Variable and Definition Value Variable
(Fuzzy Set)

Membership
function

Definition
Value Variable

MilitaryObjectiveAchievement ¼ The achievement of the already defined Military Objective. No [0 0.3 0.6] Is not achieved
Certain [0.4 0.7 1] Is achieved

EffectTypeTarget ¼ see Table 7 See Table 7 See Table 7
EffectOnTarget ¼ see Table 7
EffectOnTargetProbability ¼ see Table 7
CollateralEntity ¼ see Table 7
EffectTypeCollateral ¼ see Table 7
EffectOnCollateral ¼ see Table 7
EffectOnCollateralProbability ¼ see Table 7
MilitaryAdvantage ¼ Intended effects that contribute to the achievement of military objectives. No [0 0.1 0.2] 0%

Low [0.2 0.3 0.4] (0%, 25%]
Medium [0.4 0.5 0.6] (25%, 50%]
High [0.6 0.7 0.8] (50%, 75%]
Very High [0.8 0.9 1] (75%, 100%]

MilitaryAdvantageOnEntity ¼ The type of entity which is impacted by Military Advantage. Human [0 0.25 0.5] Human being
NonHuman [0.5 0.75 1] Not human

being/object
MilitaryDisadvantage ¼ Unintended effects that do not contribute to achieving military objective, but impact allies,

friendly, neutral, even the target or conducting actors.
No [0 0.1 0.2] See Table 7
Low [0.2 0.3 0.4]
Medium [0.4 0.5 0.6]
High [0.6 0.7 0.8]
Very High [0.8 0.9 1]

MilitaryDisadvantageOnEntity ¼ The type of entity which is impacted by Military Disadvantage. Human [0 0.25 0.5]
NonHuman [0.5 0.75 1]

CollateralDamage ¼ Unintended effects that do not contribute to achieving military objectives, but impact civilian
assets, in the form of civilian injury or loss of life and/or damage or destruction to civilian objects and/or
environment.

No [0 0.1 0.2]
Low [0.2 0.3 0.4]
Medium [0.4 0.5 0.6]
High [0.6 0.7 0.8]
Very High [0.8 0.9 1]

CollateralDamageOnEntity ¼ The type of entity which is impacted by Collateral Damage. Human [0 0.25 0.5]
NonHuman [0.5 0.75 1]
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Table 9
Variables definition for model 3

Input/Output Variable and Definition Value Variable
(Fuzzy Set)

Membership
function

Definition Value Variable

MilitaryAdvantage No [0 0.12 0.24] See Table 8
Low [0.19 0.31

0.43]
Medium [0.37 0.49

0.61]
High [0.56 0.68

0.8]
VeryHigh [0.75 0.87 1]

MilitaryAdvantageOnEntity Human [0 0.3 0.6]
NonHuman [0.4 0.7 1]

CollateralDamage No [0 0.12 0.24] See Table 8
Low [0.19 0.31

0.43]
Medium [0.37 0.49

0.61]
High [0.56 0.68

0.8]
VeryHigh [0.75 0.87 1]

CollateralDamageOnEntity Human [0 0.3 0.6]
NonHuman [0.4 0.7 1]

ProportionalityDecision ¼ Proportionality assessment that
considers as Not-Disproportional if Collateral Damage is not
excessive in relation to Military Advantage.

Not-
Disproportional

[0 0.25 0.5] Engaging this specific target with this specific cyber weapon is not-
disproportional (not excessive), in other words engaging this target in
this Cyber Operation is allowed.

Disproportional [0.5 0.75 1] Engaging this specific target with this specific cyber weapon is
disproportional (excessive), in other words engaging this target in this
Cyber Operation is prohibited.
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